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Sherri Goode’s goal was to make the interiors of this 

renovated project into a “Dream Home” for her clients,

which they could truly call  home for the entire family to

share, to be together, and to entertain! 

The floors throughout the main areas were installed in

the  chiseled edged, 5 piece French pattern, crema bella 

marble, thus giving the home a European feel.The

warmth was created carefully by choosing a color palate

in the earth tone colors designed specifically to her

client’ likings . 

The pool side view takes the cake.  This setting sets the

tone of  “WOW” where am I? California coast? The cozy,

comfortable patio furniture was a custom-made tradition-

al collection, which was upholstered in sumbrella fabric

in rust and chocolate colored hues. The sitting areas is

surrounded with stone columns, a marble outdoor fire-

place, and an outdoor kitchen. The lighting also plays an

important role to this setting.  The Fine Art coach lights

and Pacific palisades fans give the feel of  being indoors.

The view is spectacular! While overlooking the lake, your

eyes are drawn to the pool that is covered in blue and

white mosaic glass tiles. 
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This great room/formal living room

was created for the sole purpose of not

wasting any space in the open floor

plan.  My clients use this room on a

daily basis, for entertaining or for

casual comfort.  The gabled roof  line

creates more room, giving it an open

feel. The large, semi-lunar, leather

sofa was custom made with contrast-

ing fabric for the back pillows. 

The elegance of this room is created

by a custom-built entertainment center

in a dark distressed finish mixed with

applied panels, giving a unique feel.

A coordinated custom built walk-up

bar is as unique as it is functional.

Slate ledger stone is used for the back

splash. The walls are hand painted in

an old world plaster technique.  The

silk, hand washed 10’ x 14’ rug tied

the room together. The copper hued

faux silk window treatments created a

beautiful backdrop to the outdoors.

decorative in nature, the room allows

access through the French doors to the

poolside, which overlooks  the lake.
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“The elegance of this

room is created by a 

custom built 

entertainment center...”



The dining room exudes elegance with an old world feel! The over

sized Mediterranean-style chandelier coordinates with the iron

wall sconces, which consist of hand-made shades with custom-cut

crystal pendalogues . The lighting  complements the oval, wood

planked dining room table and chairs, which are upholstered in a

rich leather/fabric combination. A perfect place to dine in comfort.

The backdrop of the beaded tassel window treatments and hand-

made silk rug tie the room together and creates an opulent feel. 

The dining room exudes elegance with

an old world feel!

The game room (another cozy get-a-way) is also used as a display

for my clients collectables. The custom built-outs were a mirror

image of each other on both sides of the pool table.  The room was

connected by the wainscoting that wrapped the room. The

Mediterranean-inspired pool table 3-light pendant with the 

custom faux leather cornice tied the space together.  Once again,

giving an old world feel.
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The master bath is a space that emits 

opulence!  It is raining Onyx! The Onyx

counter tops lined the his-and-her 

custom cabinets along with the tub deck

and walls. Spectacular! The custom

Austrian sheers softened up the back drop

of the glass window along with the antique

gold semi-flush mount chandelier, which

was dressed with amber-hued, oversized

crystal pendalogues. 

The master bath, a true space

that emits opulence!  

The master suite, traditional in nature, was

designed with my clients’ color palate in

mind.  Multiple hues of blues and gold were

used for the theme throughout.  The striped

feature wall was hand panted with a stencil

technique and gold metallic paint was

applied. This  coordinated beautifully with

the silk fabrics in the custom bedding. A

crystal cut chandelier brought in the formal-

ity and elegance to the room. To soften up

the space,  a silk, hand washed,  rug was

placed under the bed  to create the warmth

that  the room required. 
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A crystal cut chandelier brought in the formality and 

elegance to the room.



The open floor plan in this kitchen is the focal

point of the home. From the minute you step foot

through the door, the kitchen draws your eyes.

This space allows for a flow-through into three

spaces: the dining room, family room and main

areas. Multi-tasking takes place, ie., such as 

eating at  the island butcher block, wood  break-

fast table or sitting at the bar. The surrounding

areas of the kitchen was painted in a plaster 

finish technique to define the spaces.  The iron

chandelier dresses up the multi-level breakfast

island. The dark wood cabinets contrasted the

marble floors to create a warm feel. 

The common theme used throughout the interior

was  accomplished by using multiple textures

and warm tone color hues. Hence, whether it

was created in the art or accessories, the ele-

gance of this open floor plan and architecture

yielded a space that emits warmth and luxury -

features desired by the clients, both of whom can

be described as true class acts, warm, classy and

unpretentious in nature.   A true “down-to-

earth” family!
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SOuRCeS

Throughout

Patio Furniture- Source Outdoor, Miami, Fl.

Furniture- Jessica Sidney, Hollywood, Fl.

Canadel, Canada, Fl.

French Heritage, High Point, n. C.                                         

nordic Line, Boca Raton, Fl.

Hammer, gardena, Ca.

Window Treatments- g.F.A. Manufacturer, Pembroke, Fl.                        

Rugs- Odabashian, dania, Fl.

Accessories- Accents, Aventura , Fl. 

Art- Paragon, Albertville, Al., S. Barard, Pompano Beach, Fl.

Plaster finishes- Octopus Artistic Painting, llc., , Sunrise, Fl.

Millwork- Topia, Pompano Beach, Fl.

Florals- Jack Roth, Inc. Aventura, Fl.

Lighting- Bowery Lighting Imports, Lauderhill, Fl.

Fabric- designer discount Fabrics, dania Beach, Fl.

S & S fabrics, Opa-Locka, Fl.

J. F. Fabrics, Tonawanda, n.Y.

L.A. Freds Fabrics, Los Angeles, California

Bedding-A. Zully design, Hollywood, Fl.

Mosaics- natural Stone Sinks uSA, Pompano Beach, Fl.

Installed by- Weaver Tile and grout, Boca Raton, Fl.

Marble- elegance Marble, Oakland Park, Fl.

Materials- Bedrosians, Pompano Beach, Fl.


